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Yun Chujiu returned to her dormitory and immediately activated the isolation formation plate. She 

began to chant according to the mantra that Furry had taught her last time. After Yun Chujiu finished 

reciting an obscure and complicated mantra, the fragment of the great Void Mirror in her hand floated 

up, then disappeared between Yun Chujiu’s brows! 

 

Yun Chujiu looked inside and indeed, another hole in the great Void Mirror had been repaired. The 

mirror sensed Yun Chujiu’s spiritual sense and trembled slightly with a trace of joy. 

 

Yun Chujiu glared fiercely at the strange grass, who was trying hard to reduce its presence, and then said 

to the great Void Mirror, “Little Mirror, be a good girl and help me look after this strange grass. I will 

definitely find the other six pieces of debris that you are missing!” 

 

The great Void Mirror trembled, obviously agreeing to Yun Chujiu’s request. 

 

Strange Grass in the corner was trembling with anger. ‘Damn it, you broken mirror! You don’t have the 

dignity of a divine weapon at all and were bought over by this stupid girl just like that!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu looked at the trembling grass and said fiercely, “Strange Grass, I’m warning you, you better 

behave yourself. Otherwise, I’ll give up my Dantian and let the great Void Mirror break you!” 

 

Strange Grass formed four leaves into two hearts and shook them in a flattering manner. Yun Chujiu 

sneered in disdain, “Don’t play this game with me, Strange Grass. If you know what’s good for you, I 

might let you off in the future. If you still play dirty tricks on me, let’s see who can beat who!” 

 

Strange Grass shook the heart-shaped leaves, still acting cute. Yun Chujiu glared at it and then withdrew 

her spiritual sense. 

 



After Yun Chujiu withdrew her spiritual sense, the Strange Grass returned the leaves to normal and then 

shook them at the great Void Mirror. The great Void Mirror ignored it. What was there to be proud of 

about this two-faced grass! 

 

After Yun Chujiu withdrew her spiritual sense, she summoned Furry, “Furry, the fragment of the great 

Void Mirror has been mended again. Can you level up the things you can make?” 

 

“Yes, Master. I can now take out demon beasts below level three and herbs below the yellow category,” 

said the ball of yarn in a fawning manner. 

 

Yun Chujiu curled her lips. “It’s still too weak. Moreover, it’s not worth much. I can only use it as a 

sacrifice. Looks like I have to continue to scam the fragment. Forget it, I’ll cultivate first. I can’t let that 

old witch look down on me. I’ll strive to ascend to the Tianyuan Continent as soon as possible.” 

 

On that day, Yun Chujiu, who was cultivating, suddenly smacked her forehead. Oh no! She had forgotten 

an important matter! 

 

The six Mighty Elephants were still in her spiritual beast pouch. After such a long time had passed, she 

wondered if they had starved to death? 

 

Master Xuanyuan and the others had forgotten about this matter. Yun Chujiu, this fellow, had 

completely forgotten about it too. Yun Chujiu hurriedly sent her spiritual sense into it. Fortunately, the 

six Mighty Elephants were smart. Seeing that Yun Chujiu had not let them out, they all went into 

hibernation. This way, they could persist for a period of time without eating or drinking. 

 

Yun Chujiu quickly got Furry to get a lot of low-level demon beasts from the Great Void Mystic Realm. 

After killing them, she stuffed them into the spiritual beast bag. The six Mighty Elephants smelled the 

smell of food and gradually woke up. 

 

Yun Chujiu said in her heart that she had to find an opportunity to go to the nearest Demon Beast 

Forest. She had to do what she had promised. 



 

The opportunity came very quickly. Yun Chusi and the others had reached a bottleneck in their 

cultivation and they needed actual combat experience to surpass it. Thus, they accepted a gathering 

mission from the sect and went to the nearest Demon Beast forest to gather Japanese irises. 

 

Yun Chuwu came to look for Yun Chujiu to go with her, and Yun Chujiu followed obediently. 

 


